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DISAPPEARING
ACT:
BURLINGTON’S
LOST RAVINE.

Sometimes it seems that I could write a sizable book

about Burlington, inspired by the seemingly endless

tales of fabled places, strange stories and lost history

that are begging to be known – their praises seldomly

sang by a select and arcane few.
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There are many weird and wonderful things that many

of us see everyday. The world’s largest tower of �ling

cabinets makes its home in a weedy �eld in the South

End, and there is a puzzling bridge to nowhere in the

intervale that looms over the beltline.

And there are other intriguing mysteries that are more

di�cult to explain, and even harder to �nd. Tales of

catacombs and tunnels running underneath downtown

have been relayed to me, as well as an awesome and

mysterious “subway like railroad tunnel” that supposedly

runs underneath the Old North End still, years after

being defunct and sealed up (which I have yet to �nd).

But, out of all of Burlington’s peculiarities that have long

since vanished, there is one that is still refusing to be

completely forgotten.

I was interested in this mystery when I accidentally

stumbled upon an old city map dating from the mid

1800s in the book Bygone Burlington. It clearly marked

streets and familiar landmarks that still exist today. King

Street, Main Street, Lake Champlain. But there was

something else. The map clearly labels something that

would be so conspicuous in today’s Burlington. Just

east of present day South Winooski Avenue was a

serpentine sunken trench of land that divided the city in

a South-West and North-East direction, separating

downtown from the hill section. A few bridges crossed

the ravine and spurred off onto the hill and towards

Colchester Avenue before making the journey to

Winooski – the old map describing the ravine as wild
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and swampy. It was strange seeing this strange ditch

co-existing with the city.

 

It’s obvious that this ravine no longer exists today. Or, so

it would seem. As a matter of fact, the ravine is still very

much there.

This 1853 map of Burlington shows the former ravine

I knew I wanted to know more, and I set out to do some

research. What I found was another interesting layer in

Burlington’s story line.
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In the beginning, it seemed that this fabled ravine was

bene�cial to the city. As Burlington prospered and grew

during the 19th century, the city would need to meet the

demands of a growing population. Old maps created

around 1853 indicate that the Vermont Central Railroad

purposely used the ravine as a direct route from the

waterfront to the mills in Winooski. The former

downtown train depot sat at what is now the corner of

Main Street and South Winooski Avenue (known then as

White Street), where the �re station is today. In 1862 the

railroad was re-routed underneath North Avenue and

through the intervale on its present day route. Later, in

1880, the ravine would once again serve a utilitarian

purpose, and was chosen as the backbone of the city’s

new and modern sewer system which was built using a

network of stone and brick sluices and culverts that

followed the path of the ravine into the lake – all

discharging at a location somewhere near the end of

Maple Street.

However, there was a population explosion in Burlington

around 1880 and the demand for land was high. The

ravine soon became a roadblock to progress. Tensions

mounted when the existing sidewalks and bridges

began rotting and crumbling, creating dangerous

hazards and upset residents. The city then embarked on

an ambitious project to �ll the ravine, and in a classic

act of 19th century urbanism, �lled it with garbage.

That’s how San Francisco reclaimed its now famous

waterfront area, so why not Burlington? But, maybe 19th



century urban planners didn’t see the problems behind

building a city over decomposing garbage piles. But it

happened, and the modern day downtown we all

identify with was created in its wake.

Over time, people have been curious about the ravine as

I have been, and began to pick at the pieces to this

intriguing puzzle. And that seems to have raised some

issues of debate. Some argue that the ravine was never

there to begin with, and was simply an error on a map.

But other arguments prove otherwise. It is known that

Burlington’s waterfront is reclaimed marshland, �lled in

with garbage and wood and old maps show a former

branch of the Winooski River actually emptying into the

lake here, near the present day Battery Street railyards.

Some even speculate there are still remnants of this

original tributary still running underneath the streets

today, but performing an excavation now would be

impossible, problematic and costly, leaving this as

speculation.

But, you don’t have to do a lot of digging to �nd some

answers, and In this case, the answers take the form of

a long, narrow and seedy looking landmark that is a

looming eyesore at the main entrance to the vibrant

downtown area; The Midtown Motel. You might not

guess by looking at it, but the dated structure was

purposely built the way it is, because it sits on top of the

former ravine and the layers of garbage that �lled in the

old cavity.  The motel opened in 1958 and has served



everyone from tourists, young lovers looking for a little

respite, and people just down on their luck – and

because there were no places to stay in Burlington’s city

center at the time, the Midtown Motel prospered.

But, before anything could be built on the property, local

architect Benjamin Stein had to �gure out how to �t

both a motel and ample parking on the usable pieces of

the property – the parts that would support

development over the fragile layers of �ll that cover the

ravine.

The Midtown Motel

To make it work, the architect needed to get creative.

The narrow motel was elevated and the parking was put

below it. The design embodied the International style of

architecture, where functionality came �rst. The motel

did well until the 90s, when it went downhill and began

drawing seedy clientele, and a bad reputation to go with
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it.  Today the motel is out of business and vacant, and

the city block it sits on is considered a “super block”- or,

a block that is largely city owned and offers substantial

redevelopment potentials. It is one of the only such

blocks remaining in Burlington, meaning the value of the

land is only growing. However, because the property’s

unique setbacks, more delicate measures will have to

be made before any large redevelopment projects are

taken.

Just down the road from the Midtown Motel is another

remnant of the ravine, one that the city hasn’t

completely covered up yet. On King Street, there is a

sizable and isolated geographical anomaly in the middle

of the road itself – a dip in the stretch between Church

Street and South Winooski Avenue.  From the bottom of

the dip you get a good perspective of the raise in

elevation around it, and how the city’s buildings have

been con�gured and built. And there are some buildings

on Saint Paul Street with exposed foundations, sections

of the buildings that appear to have once been above

ground.

The Strange Isolated Dip in King Street
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The former Wilson Hotel on the corner of Church and King

showcases evidence of changing elevation – the front door is

on the second �oor!

This brick house on St. Paul Street shows that the �rst �oor

was at one point the basement.

It seems strange to think about a large trench that

divides Burlington in half, a trench so large that it once

even had its own toboggan club – but stranger things

have happened in the throes of progress. If the entire

present day city of Seattle was built literally on top of

the original city, then Burlington’s ravine almost seems

passively unimpressive to think about. The

communities we visit today are drastically different
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from what they were 100 years ago, almost

unrecognizable at times, which is both intriguing and

inspiring. Who knows what else is buried underneath

the ground you walk on.

Links:

The Midtown Motel in Seven Days

——————————————————————————————————

To all of my amazing fans and supporters, I am truly

grateful and humbled by all of the support and

donations through out the years that have kept Obscure

Vermont up and running.

As you all know I spend countless hours researching,

writing, and traveling to produce and sustain this blog.

Obscure Vermont is funded entirely on generous

donations that you the wonderful viewers and

supporters have made. Expenses range from internet

fees to host the blog, to investing in research materials,

to traveling expenses. Also, donations help keep me

current with my photography gear, computer, and

computer software so that I can deliver the best quality

possible.

If you value, appreciate, and enjoy reading about my

adventures please consider making a donation to my

new Gofundme account or Paypal. Any donation would

not only be greatly appreciated and help keep this blog

http://www.7dvt.com/2011burlington-midtown-motel
https://www.gofundme.com/b5jp97d4


← The Land of Boulders and Bears

The Motel In The Country →

going, it would also keep me doing what I love. Thank

you!

Gofundme: https://www.gofundme.com/b5jp97d4
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Kim Abramovich 

August 5, 2013 

Wow…I was born in Burlington, and had no

idea about this history. Fascinating! And I liked the

history of the MIdtown Motel. It’s been there as long as I

can remember, and I had no idea of it’s story. Very well

written. 

Kim Abramovich 

August 5, 2013 

Wow! I was born in Burlington and had no

idea about any of this! I could imagine the different

areas as you described them, 100 or more years ago.

The info on the Midtown Motel was fascinating also. It’s

been there since I can remember, but I had no idea of

it’s story. Very well written. 

James R. Jones 

August 12, 2013 

I grew up in Burlington during the 1960s and

70s, when our family attended College Street

Congregational Church. A photo, in the church lobby

showed a ravine and wooden bridge between the

church (built 1860) and the site of today’s YMCA. Our

local railroad enthusiast club members began
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researching the ravine and its Vermont Central years

(1850-1860). The depot, seen on map, was never

actually built. It was planned, land acquired, but the

VCRR and rival Rutland Railroad ended the nonsense

and cooperated on a union station along the waterfront ,

north of College Street. Burlington’s original VC depot

building exists as a new pizzeria on the southwest

corner of Maple and St. Paul Streets. The rail line was

never intended to be permanent, replace by a more

practical route once railroad contractors developed an

ingenious method of boring under the sandbank that is

North Avenue at the present site of Yankee Medical. The

tunnel remains, with regular train activity through it.

Ravine Route contractors had the distinction of being

the �rst in the northeast to use two steam shovels to

widen the trench for rails. The shovels met at Pearl

Street, and a champagne-popping celebration

commenced. I’m a documentary �lmmaker. Local

historian authors Robert C. Jones and Jerry Fox

contributed greatly to my BURLINGTON TO

CAMBRIDGE: CENTRAL VERMONT’S B&L ROUTE which

covers this story, with more information on the Ravine

than any one location. Interesting maps, photos and

then ‘n now scenes are there. Check out

http://www.vermontmadevideos.com to learn more.

Perhaps we Ravine lovers can get together some time

and share our wealth with each other. Best, James R.

“Jim” Jones
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Tyler 

August 26, 2013 

I’d heard of Burlington’s ravine a while back,

but until now, only had my own guesswork to suggest

its path, including the dip on King St and the way the

buildings on the north side of College St back onto a

miniature ravine of their own.

Richard Witting 

August 25, 2014 

Great article! I too am a Burlington Ravine

fan and I know someone who has also been on the trail

of the ravine for years and has collected some very

interesting stories and article on it — do you have an e-

mail l’d love to connect you guys if you’re looking to

learn more!

chadabramovich 

August 26, 2014 

Thanks for the comment Richard! You can reach me

at chad.abramovich@gmail.com – I’d love to hear

from you!
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Marissa Forcier 

September 19, 2014 

I just found this article while researching

some items my husband found on a job site.

His construction company is working where the old DQ

use to be and while digging they are �nding tons of

antique glass bottles, ceramic containers, and even

bones! I have dated some of these bottles back to the

1800’s. He also found a full bottle of what they all

thought was some kind of alcohol. He uncorked it and

said it looked like tar coming out, but had a sweet smell.

Super interesting stuff!!!

chadabramovich 

November 3, 2014 

Hi Marissa!

Thanks for commenting. I’ve been meaning to reply

to this, but life sort of got in the way. Sorry for the

wicked late response! It seems like lots of history

(and garbage) lies underneath the ONE, the entire

neighborhood has been essentially redeveloped

heavily over the last century in terms of

infrastructure, especially the roadways. Who knows

what lies a few inches below the ground…

I recall they found bones on North Street a while back

– soldiers from the war of 1812 if I remember

correctly. That’s really very galvanizing though! The
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bottle of mysterious liquid very much amuses me, I

can only wonder exactly what was inside! Any other

stories you have, please feel free to comment (and I’ll

try to get back to you in a more timely fashion!) I

LOVE hearing stuff like this.
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